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MAY DAY
“The world suffers a lot. Not because of the violence of bad people.
But because of the silence of the good people.”
― Napoléon Bonaparte
The first May Day in India was celebrated at Chennai on May 1, 1923 in Chennai, on Marina Beach and the
Madras High Court. It was organized by Shri Singaravelu Chettiar of the Labour Kisan Party. SBIOA (CC) has
been celebrating the May Day, every year in a grand manner. This year, the celebration was organised at our
SBOA School and Junior College, Anna Nagar West, Chennai on 1st May 2015 at 3.30 PM. More than 200
members gathered at the venue. Com. S Nagarajan, the General Secretary of AIBOA was the Chief Guest.
The meeting started with the prayer song “Oli
Padaitha Kanninai Vaa! Vaa!!” of Mahakavi
Bharathiar sung by Com. Dr. S Vijaya, Asst.
General Manager. Com S Prakash, Dy. Regional
Secretary, Chennai Zone I welcomed the
gathering. Com. R.Balaji, Vice President of our
Association presided over the meeting and
recollected the turn of events which culminated in
the celebration of “May Day” to glorify the
contribution of labour in the development of the
civilised world.
Com S Nagarajan, General Secretary of All India
Bank Offciers' Association, who represents
AIBOA in the Bi-partite wage negotiation, is a senior trade union leader with rich experience. His address on the
“relevance of trade union”, touched upon the latest threats, developments and changes happening in India and
around the world. He exclaimed whether the rights and benefits obtained by our elders through blood and sweat,
would long last the onslaught of the new world order. Even as we are celebrating May Day and fighting for
regulated working hours for more than 130 years, there are places where Bank Officers are called to work even on
the International Labour Day . There is so much pressure that customers do not permit Officers to leave even after
8.30 PM at some places. The working conditions are typical of slavery and Bank Officers are undeclared human
slaves, he said. Even as opening of more than 12.5 crores of Jhan Dhan accounts is hailed as a great achievement
, about 74% are with zero balance. Will the cost of carrying out such a big exercise be reimbursed by the Gov't?.
The linking of insurance and may be extending loans to these accounts are going to be huge tasks and the stress
on the workforce of the Banks are going to be more and the cost involved in the exercise will affect the health of
the banks, he added. He questioned the logic in following the western accounting standards which could not stop
the banking crisis of 2008. Are the Indian system of accounting followed in the Banking sector more suitable?,
we need to ponder, he said. State Bank of India is an institutional leader in Banking and the Bank has to lead just
as the Trade union movement in Banking sector is lead by the SBI TU movement. IBA is very particular in
standardizing various aspects of banking including RTGS but when it comes to standardisation of compensation
to Officers, it remains silent.
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As technology is getting intensified in
banking, the future of banking will be robot
based as is happening in Japan, a labour
starved country. But will the technology
driven banking be congenial to a country like
India where we have large scale
unemployment? He also referred to the large
scale outsourcing in Banking. The RBI has
in a report brought out that of the 1,24,000
BCs, about 47% are not traceable and the
compensation paid to them is very meager. A
large number of retired officers are also
reemployed with reduced wages and without
pension benefits. The exploitation level in the industry is growing and Trade Union is the best tool to fight
exploitation Organising the unorganised sector workers also is important as the organised workforce in the
country is only 7%. The resistance level of workers has to be forceful. It is only forceful action by Com Franco
has retained our Trade Union which can protect the interests of workers. He also said that leaders have to
undergo enormous difficulties and sacrifices to face challenges.
During his hour long oratorical journey across economies, trade unions, the capitalists etc. he repeatedly
showered encomiums on our General Secretary for his courage and conviction with which he single handedly
upheld the right of the trade union to strike and demonstrate. His achievement in protecting the check-off system
ensured the existence of trade union in the
banking industry. He eulogised that only
certain individuals had the courage to turn the
history in their favour and for the welfare of
the labour. The actions of Com Franco in
protecting the interests of Trade Union need
to be hailed not only by the Banking Sector
Trade Unions but also by the Central Trade
Unions. He stressed the importance of unity
and its relevance in the present scenario
where the onslaught of governments on trade
unions is felt worldwide.
Com. Franco, in his speech took a leaf out of his speech and echoed that with unity and persistent efforts we have
achieved 2 Saturdays holidays and laid the road map to 5 days week. With our watchdog role and with the media
playing a vital role SBI's plan of the mega finance to Adani Group for a mining venture in Australia has been
stalled. Unity among political parties has also been playing a vital role in shaping the course of the Land
Acquisition ordinance bill and reversing the proposal of removing Gov't Debt management from the ambit of
RBI. He also mentioned in his speech how our country was in the forefront in the demand for regulated working
hours by referring to the railway workers agitation 24 years before the Chicago workers revolt.
Com.M.Muralidharan, Zonal Secretary, Zone-I, Chennai Module-2, compered the programme ably and
Com S Tamilventhan, Dy Regional Secretary, Chennai Zone II delivered the vote of thanks and the meeting came
to an end with reverberating slogans .
The day was celebrated by our Tiruchirapalli Module & Madurai Module with meetings at Tiruchirapalli &
Madurai on 04.05.2015 and 05.05.2015 respectively. Our beloved General Secretary attended and delivered the
MAY DAY message.
“All men dream: but not equally. Those who dream by night in the dusty recesses of their minds wake
in the day to find that it was vanity: but the dreamers of the day are dangerous men, for they may act
their dreams with open eyes, to make it possible.
- T.E. Lawrence
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LEADERSHIP VISION WORKSHOP

A Leadership vision workshop was conducted by
SBIOA(CC) for 3 days w.e.f.11.03.2015 to
13.04.2015 at Kamarajar Arangam of our SBOA
School & Junior College. 40 Office bearers of
SBIOA(CC) attended the workshop.
At 9.30 am, on 11.04.2015 Com. G.D. Nadaf, the
former General Secretary of AIBOC & AISBOF
inaugurated the workshop.
Inaugurating the
workshop, he said, 'Survival of the fittest' applies to
Trade Unions also. What happens in SBI affects not
only the Banking Industry but also all other
industries. We are strong as long as we are not tested.
Membership is always strong, make the ordinary
members as Cadres. Chennai Circle is the pioneer for
organising cadre Camps . Members will follow the
leaders. Tell them that the benefits enjoyed by them is
not the result of the magnanimity of the Management,
but the result of the hard struggles of the Federation.
Galvanising the membership should be the priority
and asked to see opportunities in weaknesses and
turn them into strength, he said.
Com. A. Krishnan in his presidential address asked
the participants to use the workshop to enhance their
skills and learn about leadership from the stalwart
leaders who will be with the participants on the 3
days.
Com. Franco, General Secretary of our Association
introducing the work shop said that such workshops
are necessary to make ourselves learn the nuances of
leadership, understand issues and organise ourselves
to be more effective to serve members. He stated that
it was decided as a future plan in the General Council
and all the future plans are implemented.
Com. A. Sridhar, our former Dy. General Secretary
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was the co-ordinator for the workshop. He spoke
about the necessity for the workshop and the success
of a leader. There should be a goal for the leader and
he should march towards the goal with courage,
conviction, commitment, drive and enthusiasm.
When put into difficulties and problems the
Leadership qualities should emerge and act like a tea
bag dipped in a hot water cup.
Com. Samir Mukherjee, General Secretary of
SBIOA, North East Circle, Board member of our
Bank and Senior Vice President of AISBOF spoke on
the Global scenario and vision for a Trade Union. He
presented a brief picture of the current economic
scenario, the occupy wall street movement, the
success of the leftist parties in the Greece elections,
workers movement in Spain, Portugal, France, South
Africa etc. The present state of workers in India,
where contract workers have been steadily increasing
is reflective of the state of the plight of workers in
India. The role of Trade Unions today is to make the
people aware of the exploitative character of the
economy and mobilise them to safeguard their
interest, he said.
Com. Ravindra Gupta, General Secretary of SBIOA
Delhi Circle spoke on the neo liberal policies
affecting us. He listed the effects of unbridled
liberalisation and the efforts of the Govts to privatise
Banking Sector. He lauded the role of Public Sector
and urged the leadership to fight the neo liberal
policies aimed only at privatisation of profit and
Nationalisation of losses.
Com. Soumya Datta, General Secretary of SBIOA
Bengal Circle succinctly explained how to make the
Organisation vibrant and the role of youth in the
Association. He wants the Association to give
responsibilities to youth and reap the rewards. Let the
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youth feel the presence of the Association and have
programmes to suit their needs was his advice to the
participants. When we let them remain themselves
and extend our hands, a thousand hands will join us,
he said.
Com. Sougatha Nath, Dy. General Secretary of
Bengal Circle handled a session on service rules.
Com. Atul Swaroop, General Secretary, SBIOA,
Lucknow Circle, who recently has been elected in a
democratic election spoke about the need for
democratic functioning of organisations.
Com. Harshavardhan, General Secretary, ABOA
spoke on the necessity to have a Principled
Leadership, the problems that have to be faced to stay
as a principled leader and the name and fame that will
come to the principled leader was outlined by him.
The alternative Saturdays as holidays is achieved
only because of the steadfastness of Com. Franco, he
said. He appreciated the hard work of Com Franco,
his notes on various issues to AIBOC & AISBOF and
his qualities as a principled leader.
In the evening session, Com. A. Sridhar spoke on
effective leadership. The virtues of giving as a leader,
the necessity to see opportunities in threats and
obstacles, remaining open to ideas coming from
everywhere and the necessity to listen to criticism are
required for an effective leader. Position is not
important but the passion to serve is important for an
effective leader, he said.
Com. Pawan Kumar, President, SBIOA, Lucknow
Circle appreciated the efforts of Chennai Circle.
On 12.04.2015, the second day, Com. Bharathi
Krishnakumar, a former General Secretary of
Pandian Grama Bank Officers and Employees
Association, a well known thinker, orator, writer and
director spoke on social
awareness to Trade Union
Leaders. The necessity to
lend support and
participate in struggles
launched by workers of
organised and unorganised
sectors and understanding
their problems will make
the workers in all sectors
support our struggles and
ultimately lead to public
support, he said.
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Com. Sankar Naik, General Secretary, Karnataka
Circle spoke on Shri R.N. Godbole, the former
General Secretary of AIBOC and AISBOF's life and
struggles and leadership qualities Com. G.D. Nadaf
also spoke on the exceptional courage of Com.
Godbole to defy the Bank and remain without salary
for 20 months during the emergency.
Com. G.D. Nadaf spoke on 'Taking up Defence with
passion' . He quoted several live cases and explained
in a very lucid and simple manner. The necessity to
feel the charge sheeted officer's feelings and think
continuously to defend the unfortunate Officers was
explained by him.
On 13/04/2015, Com Rupam Roy, Dy. Generqal
secretary, NE Circle explained in great detail how
best technology can be used for the welfare of
members. He narrated how Personal Allowance and
fitment for Officers can be effectively done with ease
through technology.
Com G D Nadaf explaining conflict management
said that resolving conflicts is important for a leader
and one should do everything possible to resolve
them. If it can not be resolved , it has to be managed
without affecting one's ability to do good for the
members. Trust deficit is the beginning of all
conflicts. Assertiveness, courage, patience to listen to
dissent etc. are qualities required for conflict
resolution, he said.
Each participant spoke for 5 minutes on various
issues and finally in the open forum participants
raised various issues. Com Franco, General Secretary
responded to the queries raised by the participants. It
was a rejuvenating and thought provoking experience
which will stand good for the Office bearers to serve
the members with dedication.
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E-LEARNING EXERCISE
The E-learning exercise contemplated
by the
management supposedly for enlightening the staff is
being thrust upon our members with a tag on the their
ARF marks. Any rational thinking person would
accept that compulsory learning has never yielded the
desired results. Research after research has shown that
an individual's acceptance level depends upon his
interest and involvement in his vocation which is
derived from ideal working conditions.
Based on exhaustive studies over the years, even the
primary education curriculum up to the secondary
level has been changed drastically, relying heavily on
the interactive method of learning. Hence, providing
ideal environment, desired work place and adequate
compensation alone would make an employee to
involve himself in his job and enrich his job
knowledge. An organization which fails to address
these basic requirements would not be able to achieve
the desired results of their employees through
compulsory e learning.
The present day complexion of the work force of our
bank is to be understood before introducing any
complex attempt to improve their skills through
mandatory learning. Around 75% of the present day
officers and employees belong to the bygone era of our
bank when we used ledgers and registers. It is
remarkable that these work force has carried the bank
through the transformation where our present
technology level is at par with any international bank.
This was achieved by the total dedication of the
officers and their latent talent which we have always
boasted of in any available platform. We have
introduced computerization in a phased manner from
back office to front office, from branch wise to bank
wise and now made it available in any known gadget
through various applications. We have also diversified
from basic banking services to offering a variety of
services such as Life Insurance, General Insurance,
Mutual Fund which is also being successfully
marketed by our officers.
The workforce stood as a one to bear the enormous
amount of stress due to the sea change in the way they
worked and has made this transformation possible.
Now, expecting them to learn the lessons compulsorily
without giving due respect to their contribution is
nothing but cynicism to the core. Now, at the last phase
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of their service instead of rewarding them with due
respect for the rigour they had undergone, treating
them as slaves is rubbing salt to their wounds.
It is the SBI workforce who have whole heartedly
welcomed introduction of technology, paving the way
for regeneration of our bank as one termed as , " an
elephant dances" by the envy. Hence, let better reason
prevail upon the management to engage both the trade
unions representing the workmen and officers before
implementing the e learning exercise lest unavoidable
resentment amongst the officers would result in loss of
faith in the management.

Com. J. Ramesh Babu,
Deputy Regional Secretary, Chennai -1 felicitated
Com. J. Ramesh Babu, born on 1st May, 1965,
naturally had trade union qualities imbibed in him
as his birth day coincided with the celebrated day of
trade unions. He joined the bank in 1978 as a
stenographer.
He was promoted as an officer in 2001 and since
then actively participated in the association
activities. He served as a unit secretary at the
Siruthozil Branch, Salem and at the SMECCC,
Chennai, which was larger unit with more than 35
members.
He became the Zonal Secretary of Zone I of
Chennai Module in April, 2010. He was elevated as
the Deputy Regional Secretary in 2014. He coordianted the activities of the "Cultural Wing" of
our Association, since2012. SBIOA(CC) family
wish him an active and peaceful retired life.
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PROJECT SAKSHAM
We illustrate below the various apprehensions raised by our members, seeking opinion on the entire gamut of the
HR initiative for your suggestions and opinion on the subject. Comrades, this new HR initiative would affect
the career and service of each and every one of us irrespective of the age group. So, all of us have to rise on this
occasion and stand firm and united. Let us analyse and accept the positive but express opinion on the negatives.
Career Development System:

Objectives of the new Career Development System
Comprehensive and focused Key Result
Areas (KRAs) 6 to 10 KRAs for each role
 Increase in business orientation through

business linked KRAs for officers
Fairness and consistency in appraisal
 Standardisation of KRAs across

officers/clerical staff in the same role
New CDS may also be used for
 Rewarding high performers through

Monitory incentives;

 Taking decisions on extension in service

 Taking decisions on request for Transfers

The KRAs listed cannot be uniform for different branches
as each branch is unique in nature due to linguistic,
geographical, demographical and business composition.
The business level depends upon all these parameters
which is not given any weightage
No clerical staff is able to perform the role of an officer
even while officiating in the same role as it is not
defined/enabled in CBS
 It is not possible for an officer to complete or perform a job

independently without the support of another
employee/official. We can quote endless situations as
obtained in the present scenario in the bank. If an
individual is considered high performer, will it not bring
division/disenchantment among the staff?
 An official/employee acquires vital knowledge and

experience over every passing year and considered as an
asset in our organization. Moreover, an employee's
performance at a particular point of service depends on the
nature of his posting, assignment and the status of the
branch viz. NPA, Deposits, Advances and so many other
factors. If, a review is contemplated at 20 years, 50 years,
55 years & 58 years of age, it would only serve as a
disincentive and act as stress inducer thereby affecting the
performance of the employee.
 The promotion policy of the bank, as directed by the

Government/RBI requires compulsory posting in
Rural/Semi Urban areas. Any promotion is also linked with
a transfer to a different centre. Hence, after serving at a
difficult centre, an official would be eagerly awaiting his
next posting at a place of his choice. Bank has also devised
policies for posting people in NE states, Rural centres and
Inspection Department etc. In this scenario, it would be
highly unfair to link the transfer of an employee with
performance due to the aforesaid reasons in the previous
statement.
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Three key roles in the new system -  There are lot of instances, wherein controllers have given
budgetary, measurable and non200% as budget and make them non -achievers. In this
measurable.
scenario, when budgetary marks are not achievable and
results in reduction of marks, the controllers would have
 For all roles, 70% marks to be based on
stranglehold
in deciding the fate of the officer. It would
KRAs, 30% on assessment by supervisor
bring in nepotism and lead to overall frustration amongst
the affected officers.
 For example Branch Managers or Accountants working in

Role and scale-based cohorts
 Employees in the same cohort compared

against each other
 Gradation to follow a quintile curve

within the cohort

Metro or Semi Urban branches face totally different
environment, customer and business composition. Even
within urban centres, no two branches can be compared,
even if the role is similar, which is well known; Hence,
cohorts will not be fair and accurate
 Fixing up of a certain percentage at the highest and lowest

level is discriminatory and against natural justice. It would
demoralise the hard working yet, considered as non
performing officers to degenerate.

Supervisor discretion
Effort

 The efforts made by an individual alone cannot bring in

results as it depends on various other external factors
 Job knowledge is developed when adequate training and

exposure is given which is lacking due to manpower
shortage. Those who are promoted as JMGs are posted as
Accountant, Cash Officer and even as Branch Managers
without even basic Role Based Training

Job Knowledge

 In critical situations, even a logically analysed and fair

judgement can go wrong due to extraneous reasons . In a
particular role, decisions are based on Systems &
Procedures only

Diligence etc.

MEMBERS MEET ACROSS THE CIRCLE

@ Adyar Branch

@ LHO
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@ Ariyalur Branch
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MEMBER’S MEET

@ Pondicherry Branch

@ Pudukotai Branch
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MEMBER’S MEET

@ Karur Branch

@ Dindigul Branch
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MEMBER’S MEET

@ Madurai Branch

@ Tiruchirapalli Branch

@ Tirunelveli Branch
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@ Kothagiri Branch

MEMBER’S MEET

@ Erode Branch

@ Zonal Office, Chennai
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21ST CADRE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME AT YERCAUD
The 21st “Cadre Camp” was hosted by the Coimbatore Module on 16th & 17th
May, 2015 and held at “Yercaud”. The camp was attended by 56 members
including seven lady comrades. Com. C Balaji, DRS, Coimbatore Module
welcomed the participants to the camp. Com. G Selvaraj, Regional
Secretary explained the need for Cadre Development in his introductory
address.
The first session on “Why We Need Cadre & Assimilating the Youth”, was
vividly explained with live examples by Com. G Selvaraj. This session was
followed by short speeches by the participants on various topics. Our
General Secretary, Com D.Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev delved deep into
the history of the Trade Union Movement and narrated the “ Historical
Perspective of Bank Employees Movement with Special Reference to Bank
Officers' Movement”. A Camp Fire was organised, in which all the
participants participated with enthusiasm and showcased their inherent talent.
The programme for the 2nd day began with a session on “Organisational Communication & Technology
Introduction in Trade Union Education”, by Comrade.A.V.Joseph, Regional Secretary of Chennai Module I. He
explained in detail the importance of communication for the overall development of the organisation and
protection of members'rights. Com.A.Ravichandran, Regional Secretary of Chennai Module II, was at his
eloquent best while imparting knowledge to the participants on “SBI Officers' Service Rules”. He recalled his very
first Cadre Camp as a cadre at Poompuhar about 27 years ago and felt happy to attend this camp as a trainer.
The “Evolution of SBI Officers Service Conditions”, over the years, since independence was presented to the
participants by our DGS Com.T.Senthikumar. He narrated the enormous struggles and challenges faced by our
elders, over the years' in achieving the benefits enjoyed now, with an emotional appeal. “Preventive Vigilance”,
the need of the hour for officers, while discharging their duties, was driven home effectively by Com.R.Balaji, our
Vice President. His resonating voice had the desired effect on the participants who were kept in rapt attention
throughout the session.
“The Structure and Organizational Forum”, of our trade union movement was handled by our DGS Com. K
Rajaram with live examples which was appreciated by the audience with repeated claps. Com.M.Shanmugam,
DGS shared his experience, thoughts and suggestions with the participants on “Human Relations” with the aid of
audio visual presentations.
The Forum was left open for the participants with our GS exhorting them to air criticism, problems and issues
without hesitation. More than ten participants explained their view points and suggestions. Our General Secretary
replied to all the queries, suggestions put forth by the participants in detail. He continued his response with a
session on the “Latest Developments & Challenges” being faced by the banking industry in general and the trade
union in particular in our country. He also went on to describe the qualities of a leader with many short stories and
audio visual presentations.
Com. G Subramanyam, General Secretary of Hyderabad Circle was the guest at the valedictory session. He was
present since the morning session and closely followed
the entire proceedings in the camp. In his valedictory
address, he praised our Circle Association for leading in
all spheres of activities. He also praised our GS for his
hyper active role in taking up issue after issue which has a
bearing at the all India level. He praised the camp for it's
professionalism and meticulous planning. He also sought
to replicate the model in his Circle. Com. Periasamy, Dy.
Regional Secretary presented vote of thanks. The
programme was coordinated by our energetic DGS
Com.T.Senthikumar.
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We reproduce below the reply received from DGM & CDO Local Head Office Chennai, in response to our
letter No. ORG/28/2015 Dated 05/03/2015 regarding lack of transparency in promotion exercise, copy of
which was published in our earlier bulletin.
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ConGrAtulAtIons !!
Kumari P Krishnapriya,
D / o
C o m
S S
Parthasarathy, LHO,
Chennai and a class VI
student of our SBOA
School &JC, Chennai has
won the first prize in the
Spartan Spelling Bee State level competetion
held at Chennai on 26/04/2015. She has been
selected to represent the School at the National
Level . SBIOA(CC) congratulates her and wish
her all the Best for the Nationals.

Dear Comrades,
Please follow the below mentioned steps to
subscribe to our Google group from Gmail.
1. type https://groups.google.com in the address bar
and press ENTER
2. log in using your GMail id
3. in the search box type SBIOACC and search
4. click on SBIOACC in the results
5. Press Apply for membership
6. in the POP UP type a request (please mention
your PF No and name) and press "APPLY TO
JOIN THE GROUP”
once we approve the same, you will get the updates
by mail
Pls forward to members

Dear Comrade,
Have you send your feed back on Project Saksham?
If you haven't, it is time to send it immediately to
"hrsaksham@sbi.co.in" with copy to
sbioaccchennaicircle@gmail.com and to
aisbofbangalore@yahoo.com. Spare some time to
read our views published in our bulletin and
circulars for giving your feedback.
Please remember to submit your feedback on
Project Saksham in the format we have sent to you
also
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L®ûR UôûX

uÕ NeLm A§Lô¬L°u SXàdLôL TX
ùNVpTôÓLû[ úUtùLôiÓ YÚ¡\Õ
GuTÕ Sôm Aû]YÚm A±kRúR, CÕ
R®W A§Lô¬L°u Tp úYß §\uLû[
ùY°dùLôiÓ YWÜm TX ¨Lrf£Lû[ SPj§
YÚ¡u\Õ,
NeLj§u “CXd¡V A¦” L®ûR UôûX Gu\
¨Lrf£ûV TX YÚPeL[ôL SPj§ YkRÕ. C§p
SUÕ A§Lô¬L°u L®ûR CVtßm §\u Utßm
úTfÑj§\u, GÝÕm Bt\p B¡VYtßdÏ ùTÚm
EtNôLm A°dLlThÓ YkRÕ. CkR CXd¡V
A¦ êXm SUÕ TX A§Lô¬Ls ReLs L®ûR,
LhÓûW, LûR èpLû[ ùY°«hPôoLs.
CkR CXd¡V A¦, SUÕ NeL ùNVXô[o
§Ú. D. RôUv @©WôeúLô Wôú_k§W úRq
AYoL°u ØVtf£Vôp 13-04-2015 Auß
ÁiÓm ×jÕ«o ùTt\Õ. Rªr ×jRôiÓm
L®ûR UôûXÙm CûQkÕ AûUkRÕ £\lTôL
CÚkRÕ.
¨Lrf£dÏ SUÕ NeLjRûXYo §Ú. D. RôUv
@©WôeúLô Wôú_k§W úRq AYoLs RûXûU
Rôe¡]ôo, ùNuû] UiPXj§u (UiPXm 2)
UiPX ùNVXô[o §Ú. A. W®Nk§Wu AYoLÞm,
ùNuû] UiPXj§u (UiPXm 1) UiPX
ùNVXô[o §Ú. A . V . ú_ôNl B¡úVôÚm
¨Lrf£«p LXkÕ ùLôiÓ £\l©j§]o.
“J° HtßúYôm” Gu\ RûXl©p úRôZoLs
D . U « p Y ô L ] u , T. N j § V ê o j § ,
S. §ÚúYeLPjRôu, M. ÑYôªSôRu, L®Oo Lô£
SPWô_u, Øû]Yo ®_Vô Utßm SUÕ
ùTôÕfùNVXô[o RôUv @©WôeúLô Wôú_k§W
úRq B¡úVôo L®ûRLs GÝ§ Yô£jR]o.
Auû\V §]m “Rªr Sô®p! T¬Ñ ûL«p!!”
Gu\ RûXl©p JÚ úTôh¥ SûP ùTt\Õ. CkR
úTôh¥«p LXkÕ ùLôiPYoLs Aû]YÚm, Ut\
ùUô¯ LXdLôUp Rªr ùUô¯«úXúV úT£
T¬ÑLû[ Rh¥fùNu\]o.
¨Lrf£ûV ‘Øû]Yo Gv ®_Vô’ AYoLs
JÚe¡ûQjRôo.
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OUR SCHOOL; OUR PRIDE
SWEEPING RESULTS WITH FLYING COLOURS
KUDOS TO OUR STAFF AND STUDENTS
The results of XIIth std examinations conducted by the Board of Higher
th
Secondary Education, Tamil Nadu was published on 7 May, 2015. All
out Matriculation schools at Chennai, Coimbatore, Madurai,
Tiruchirapalli have achieved 100% results making a strong imprint for
quality education year after year. The SBIOA (CC) family extend it's
warm greetings to the dedicated Correspondents, Principals and Staff.

CONGRATULATIONS
Shri Sooraj SG, S/o Com G Gopu,
Regional Manager, Region III,
Zone II and a student of our SBIOA
Mat. Higher Sec. School, Chennai has passed
the plus 2 examinations,
scoring 1183 marks with
cent percent and State Rank
in Botany. SBIOA(CC)
congratulates Shri Sooraj
SG and wish him all the best.

SBOA Matriculation & Higher Secondary School, Anna Nagar West Extension, Chennai
I.
II.
III.

School Toppers
S.G. Sooraj
- 1183
Keerthivasan
- 1176
S Karthikeyan
- 1173
& Nitiya Ruth Clement

Our Officer's Wards
I. S.G Sooraj, S/o Com. G.Gopu
II. V. Lakshmanan, Com. L. Velappan
III.S.Sadhana D/o Com. N. Sundaresan

-

1183
1141
1135

592- appeared, 3 - State Ranks, 45 - centum, 407 - distinction.

SBOA Model Matriculation & Higher Secondary School, Mogappair, Chennai
School Toppers
I. Kum.Syeda Hamida
- 1163
II. Ganesh Radhakrishnan - 1154
III. B. Vikram
- 1153

Our Officer's Wards
I. Ganesh Radhakrishnan, S/o Com. Ramani
II. S. Aishwarya, D/o Com. D. Sivapragasam
III. Sorna Priya Muthiah, D/o Com. M. Azhagu Muthu-

1154
1055
944

154 - appeared, 8 - centum, 71 - distinction.
SBOA Model Matriculation & Higher Secondary School, Chokkampudur, Coimbatore
School Toppers
I. Shri,K.Sri Ramanan
- 1184
II. Shri.V.J.Sudarshan
- 1178
& Shri.K.Vishnu Prasanth
III. Shri.C.S.Nagarajan
- 1177

Our Officer's Wards
I. Shri.K.Vishnu Prasanth, S/o Com. S.Kalyan Ram
- 1178
II. Shri.C.S.Nagarajan, S/o Com.M.R.Sathya Narayanan - 1177
III. Kum.S.Harini, D/o Com. S.Subramanian
- 1157

312 appeared, 48 - centum, 264- distinction.

·SBOA Matriculation & Higher Secondary School, Nagamalai West, Madurai
School Toppers
I. Kum.S.Tharani Priya
- 1182
II. Kum.N.Krithika
- 1176
III. Shri.S.Prasadh
- 1164

Our Officer's Wards
I. Shri.E.Senthilkumaran, S/o Com Elango
II. Shri.M.Harini, S/o Com. Mani
III. Shri.E.Akash, S/o Com. Eswaramoorthy

-

1128
1128
1103

289 - appeared, 17- centum, 215 - Distinction.
SBOA Model Matriculation & Higher Secondary School, K.K. Nagar, Tiruchirappalli
School Toppers
I. Kum. K. Swathi
- 1184
II. Shri. A. Aswin Natraj - 1182
III. Kum. R.S. Akshaya
- 1160

Our Officer's Wards
I. Shri A. Revanth, S/o Com. M. Rathinam

-

975

92 appeared, 9 - centum, all first class with 75 distincion.
Golden Jubilee 1965-2015
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WEDDING BELLS

Dear Comrade,

Chi. R. Ravi Kumar Raj, S/o. Com. R. Ramnath, Dy. Manager, SBI Tirunelveli Town,
Zonal Secretary, SBIOA(CC) married Sow. S. Lakshmi Priya on 22.04.2015 at
Kunbakonam.
Chi. T.K. Balaji, Asst. Manager, SBI, S/o. Com. T. Kumarasamy, Chief Manager, ZO,
Madurai married Sow. K. Isaiarasi, Spl. Asst, SBI, Therkuvasal on 22.04.2015 at
Madurai.
Chi. Dinesh Krishnan, S/o. Com. A. Krishnan, Manager, SBI, CCPC, President,
SBIOA(CC) married Sow. M. Saravana Poovizhi on 01.05.2015 at Chennai.
st
Chi. V. Venkatesan, SBI, RBO, Salem married Sow. Shanmugapriya on 1 May 2015 at
Chinnasalem.
Chi. Ajay Kumar, S/o. Com. Sasikala Sundararaj, SME Centre, Anna Salai married Sow.
Charanya on 01.05.2015 at Chennai.
Chi. J. Saravanan, S/o. Com. R. Jeya Kumar, Manager, RASMECC, Pondicherry
married Sow. D. Charanya on on 01.05.2015 at Chennai.
Sow. Ramya Damodaran, SBI, D/o. Com. Subhadra damodaran, DM, SBI married Chi.
Karthick Loganathan on 6.5.15 at Chennai.
Chi. A. Prem Kumar, S/o. Com. S. Arumuga Nainar, Chief Manager, Regional Office,
Tirunelveli married Sow. S. Shreenitha on 10.05.2015 at Tirunelveli
Sow. R Jane Presenta Mary, D/o Com. Ranjit Eugine Jerald married Chi. Sam Israel on
01/05/2015.
SBIOA (CC) Wishes a very happy married life to the newly wedded couple.

Please conduct
the Unit
Meeting on the
first Saturday
of every month.
We have asked
your Zonal
Secretary to
conduct the
Zonal
Committee
meeting with all
the Unit
Secretaries on
the third
Saturday of
every month.

RETIREMENTS
S/Shri Name
ManokaranP.K
Jayasankar V
Ramanujam N
Arunachalam P.K
Ganesan R
Jhanakiram M.V
Maharajan S
Panneer Selvam
Suresh Kumar D
Srinivasan K.V
Ramakrishnan. V
Mariappan V
Kannusamy K
Sampathkumar R
Dhanasekaran A
Kannan A
Subramanian V
Thangakumar P
Selvaraj D
Mohanasundaram S
Manickam R
Veluchamy V
Sittrarasu A
Veeramani V
Balan A.S

MARCH 2015
Designation
Asst. Gen. Manager
Chief Manager
Asst. Gen. Manager
Asst. Gen. Manager (S)
Asst. Gen. Manager
Asst. Manager
Asst. Manager
Dy. Manager
Chief Manager
Chief Manager
Chief Manager
Chief Manager
Asst. Manager
Dy. Manager
Dy. Manager
Chief Manager
Chief Manager
Asst. Manager
Asst. Manager
Dy. Manager
Chief Manager
Manager
Chief Manager
Manager
Manager

Branch
Coml Br. Chennai
SAM Br. Chennai
Gen Isp CBTR Br
LHO, Chennai
MC Reg, Chennai
SCAB Chennai
Neyveli
PBB Pondicherry
Saidapet
SMECCC Ekkattuthangal
Coml. Br. Chennai
Zonal Office, Chennai
Mettupalayam
SECC, Coimbatore
Erode
Theni
CCPC Madurai
Sivakasi Town
Thanjavur
RASECC, Trichy
RBO-!, Trichy
Siruthozhil Thuvakudi
CCPC, Trichy
LHO, Chennai
Erode

S/Shri Name
Venkatakrishnan C.V
Anantharaman M
Raveenthiran K
Natchiyappan C
Sampath B
Kuppusamy K
Gunasekaran S
Sivakumar V
Mohanakrishnan B
Kandasamy M
Lalitha K
Sivakumar V
Deivasigamani N
Sreenivasa Rao S
Sambath Manohar D
Manoharan F.V
Ramesh Babu Jayaram
Chandrasekaran S
Suresh Venkataraman R
Yuvaraj R
Rajalakshmi R
Kailasam N
Sivasailam S
Thamilselvan T
Thangasamy M
VenkataramanG.E
Baskaran Thomas
Doraiswamy S
Arumugam S.P

APRIL 2015
Designation
Asst. Gen. Manager
Asst. Gen. Manager
Asst. Gen. Manager
Asst. Manager
Asst. Manager
Asst. Manager
Chief Manager
Asst. Manager
Asst. Manager
Manager
Chief Manager
ManagerLHO
Manager
Dy. Manager
Chief Manager
Manager
Dy. Manager
Dy. Manager
Asst. Manager
Chief Manager
Asst. Manager
Chief Manager
Chief Manager
Manager
Chief Manager
Asst. Manager
Dy. Manager
Asst. Manager
Manager

Branch
CCPC Madurai
IIT Madras
RBO-IV Chennai
Besant Nagar
CAG Chennai
CAC Trichy
CCPC Coimbatore
CPPC Chennai
HVF Avadi
Karur
Kodambakkam
Chennai
LHO Chennai
LHO Chennai
LHO Chennai
Madurai
MRL Manali
Nehrujinagar
RACPC OMR Chennai
RACPC OMR Chennai
RACPC OMR Chennai
RASECC Madurai
RASEC Pondicherry
RASEC Pondicherry
RBO 5 Pondicherry
Sholingur
SME Thanjavur
SMECC Chennai
Udangudi

SBIOA (CC) wishes the above comrades a very happy, healthy and peaceful retired life.
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE MANAGEMENT
Ref: ORG/47/2015
23.03.2015
The Chief General Manager,
State Bank of India,
Local Head Office, Chennai.
Dear Sir,
CIRCLE NEGOTIATING COUNCIL MEETING
REVIEW OF UTILITY BILLS
REIMBURSEMENT.
With reference to the Circle Negotiating Council
meeting, please refer to our letter no. ORG/21/2015
dated 25/02/2015, wherein we requested you to
convene the Circle Negotiating Council, which was
due in January 2015.
We once again request you to convene the Circle
Negotiating council at the earliest, preferably within
April 2015, so that the outstanding H R issues can be
resolved to mutual satisfaction.

In this connection, one of the issues pending review is
the reimbursement of utility bills . It was agreed in the
CNC held on 08/10/2014 that it would be considered in
the next CNC meeting. Meanwhile, the bill is
reimbursed to Officers in the month of April every
year. As the CNC could not be conducted in January
and April is fast approaching, we request you to kindly
enhance the reimbursement cost of Utility Bills to
Rs.5000/- Per annum w.e.f. 01/04/2015.
(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

Ref: ORG/48/2015

which there may not be much outflow of cash from our
ATMs.

26.03.2015

The Chief General Manager
State Bank of India
Local Head Office, Chennai.
Opening of currency chest during holidays
st

rd

The upcoming holidays from 1 April to 3 April is a
rare opportunity for the Officers who are stressed hard
to spend quality time with their family and children.
However we understand that Bank is seeking
permission from RBI to open currency chest for
paying ATM outsourcing agencies to replenish ATMs
on 2nd April 2015. The officers who have done so much
of hard work during the month of March should be
appreciated and given some rest. Fortunately the
holidays have come to help them. If they are asked to
work on 2nd April they will not be able to enjoy their
st
rd
holiday on 1 and 3 also. Many of them are away
from the family and they have booked ticket to go
home to join their family. They will not be able to do
so if they have to come to the Bank on 2nd.
In the past, on such occasions Bank sanctioned a
temporary increase in the cash holding limit to the out
sourced agencies and provided adequate cash on the
last working day before the holidays for replenishing
ATMs during holidays.
Moreover, Salary and allowances for Government
th
employees will be payable only on the 4 April due to
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In response to our above letter, Management
enhanced the Utility Bills reimbursement amount
to Rs 2,500/- for JMGS I to SMGS V and Rs.3,000/to TEGS VI and above.
Vide Circular No. CIR-DO/HR/67 dt.28.03.2015

There is also an understanding with IBA during the
Wage negotiations and IBA has already started the
process of sending letters to Banks instructing them
not to call the Officers to work on Sundays and
Holidays except in situations of emergency like tax
collection.
The income we earn will not be adequate when we
compare the expenditure we will be incurring for
keeping the branch open on a holiday as compensation
will have to be paid to the Joint Custodians and atleast
one more clerical staff to whom overtime has to the
paid and the expenditure on electricity etc.
It will also be against the NI Act declared holidays to
open and transact routine transactions for the purpose
of replenishing ATMs, when there are other
alternatives available for replenishing ATMs. Once
cash is withdrawn it has to be entered in the CBS,
whereas in CBS these days are declared as holidays.
Opening of currency chest during holidays will
deprive a section of Officers of their rights to celebrate
the festival with their family and children.
We understand that nearly 100 branches are going to
be asked to work on the holiday which has affected the
morale of the officers who have worked so hard.
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We therefore request you to drop the proposal of
opening currency chest branches during holidays and
enable the officers to celebrate the festivals and let
them spend some quality time with their family and
children.
We are also taking up this issue with Corporate Centre
through All India State Bank Officers' Federation and
All India Bank Officers Confederation.
We are also attaching one of our earlier letters on a
similar issue for your reference. We would like to
reiterate that this kind of unilateral decisions will

break the cordial industrial relations which we have
been trying to maintain inspite of irritants.
Thanking you,
Yours faithfully,
Sd/(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
Encl: Letter No.ORG/01/2013 dated 24.01.2013
Copy to: The General Secretary, AISBOF, Bangalore

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE FEDERATION
Ref: ORG/66/2015
28.04.2015
The General Secretary
All India State Bank Officers' Federation
No.65, St. Marks Road
Bangalore 560 001.
Dear Comrade,
Project Saksham – Detailed Analysis - 1
Please refer to our letter Nos ORG/31/2015 dated
06.03.2015, 32/2015 dated 09.03.2015, 33/2015
dated 11.03.2015, 35/2015 dated 13.03.2015 and
62/2015 dated 22.04.2015.
We are in receipt of your Letter No:6180/26/15
dated 27.04.2015 addressed to the DMD & CDO.
Regarding the presentation on 22nd April 2015, we
were not invited and thus we should not be
considered as party to any decision taken (if any).
The present letter talks about only three issues which
should not be construed by the Management that we
accept rest of the issues in their presentation on
Manpower and CDS.
The implementation has started and apparently none
of our suggestions have been accepted. Still with a
hope that our valid suggestions will be accepted, we
are sending letter to you and to the Management in
the interest of our Bank to which we are so loyal and
in the interest of the Officers community in whose
mind a fear psychology has set in. The pressure of
work which is increasing day by day without
increase in staff is taking a heavy toll due to stress.
You are right in stating that many officers are getting
panicky.
The display available in the SBI Times gives date as
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February 2015 and says “Draft under discussion and
is subject to changes based on feed back”. Please
request the Management to acknowledge the
feedbacks given and give a reply on what suggestion
is accepted and what is not accepted and why?
The slide on Glossary says under objective KRAs,
the metrics are backed by the IT systems without
manual intervention. But the KRAs available in the
site show under most of the KRAs, source as
Supervisor's feedback.
For example,
DGM&CDO, Human Resources, Appeals and
review, BPR-IT, Change Leader, PR & CSB,
Security, Law, ITSS, Procurement, Liaison,
Official Language, Premises & Estates, Pension, PF
& Gratuity, DP, OAD, HRMS, Audit, Circle Auditor,
FSLO, GOD/GBD, BPMM/MBPM, CIBIL, Fraud
Management, Circle Compliance, Vigilance, (All
under LHO), Systems, Admin(under LCPC),
CCPC-Incharge, CCPC – Outward Incharge, CCPC
– Inward Incharge, CCPC-Admin, CCPC-Systems,
CCPC-Outward Cheque Collection, CCPCOutward Cheque counting, CCPC – Outward
Cheque scanning, CCPC-Outward Cheque Data
Entry, CCPC-SC-Automation-Outward, CCPCCorrection, and other jobs in CCPC, TFCPC-Head,
TFCPC-Admin and others in TFCPC, almost all
positions in RBOs and all positions in ZOs are to be
assessed by the Supervisors. In fact except
Branches and a few other positions, the rest are only
based on Supervisor feedback which makes 100%
marks subjective for these positions and not
objective. Hence, the whole exercise seems to be a
continuation of the existing but with lot of money,
man power and energy spent on training people,
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reviews etc. which can be used for productive
purpose which will improve the business and profit
of the Bank.
Under 'Gradation', it is stated that marks out of 100
will be converted into a grade and under 'quintling' it
is stated that 30% employees to be given Grade
AAA. (In the training however it is told that it
should be 20-25% only) If Probationary Officers of
one batch are under one Cohort, making 70% of
them as under performers will only disenchant them.
By bringing similar Officers under one cohort the
performance is likely to be evaluated based on some
who get better opportunity to perform and the rest
become non-performers. This will lead to survival
of the fittest applied to Performance appraisal. The
present AARF with transparency will bring better
results.
Under the Heading, “Issues with Current AARF”, it
is stated 60% get 100 marks. Is it wrong? Do we
think that the Banks business is growing with 70%
employees not performing? The statement that
“Higher grade inflation in FY14 after increased
transparency” is objectionable. It is an insult to the
Officers who have received the rating and who have
evaluated their performance. It says “Performance
evaluation completely subjective”. In the revised
CDS it is going to be much more subjective. Even in
Branch KRAs, the targets can be given high which is
what controllers will do and Officers may not be able
to achieve the same. So that too becomes subjective.
Can we not have realistic budget settlement through
interaction?
Some Controllers have given formats to prepare
'Vision 2016' target on 21st April with instructions to
nd
submit by 22 April. These targets will be the base
for the appraisal. Can any branch prepare a vision
document overnight? The slide also states, “many
business roles have no budgetary targets and the
New KRAs have not made any major change”. It
also states, “there are too many KRAs at present”.
In a huge Bank like ours 40 KRAs are not too many.
Another statement is “Lack of formal Career
Development System for clerical staff”. So changes
brought in the present proposal. Giving targets to
them without consultation is not enthusing them.
We understand that the Staff Federation has taken a
stand that the award staff will not sign any paper
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giving target and indicating KRAs, which we feel is
the correct stand because no meaningful exercise is
taking place.
Under the Heading – Objectives of the new CDS, the
following are observed:
 Comprehensive and focused KRAs – in the note
displayed in SBI Times it is stated that 6-10
KRAs for each role is available which can be
chosen, whereas only 6 KRAs are listed for
many roles. There is no option of selecting 6-10
KRAs. Some positions have only 5 KRAs.
Only if all KRAs are accepted, it provides 70%
marks.
 Fairness and consistency in Appraisal –
Standardization of KRAs are talked about but it
has not been possible in reality, because we have
too many roles and responsibilities.
 The dangerous propositions are –
New CDSs may also be used for
 Rewarding high performers through
Monitory incentives
 Taking decisions on extension of service
 Taking decisions on requests for Transfers
Incentives should not corrupt our mind and lead to
variable pay. Incentive should be to the team and not
to individuals which the Federation has been
insisting for long.
Review of extension after 20 years is likely to
change the loyalty of the staff and will lead to
attrition and loss of talent. It will amount to hire and
fire policy. A Public Sector Bank which is a model
employer cannot attempt this. Even Private sector is
giving up this policy so as to retain talent and loyalty
bonus has become the order of the day.
We have always insisted that transfer should not be
used to reward or punish people. Already provision
is available to post appropriate people in appropriate
position. Creating a fear psychology is not good for
the Organisation.
Under Key features of the new CDSs, it is stated that
there will be monthly review, 6month review and 9
month review which is welcome. It should be aimed
at team building and collective effort. If it is done in
letter and spirit it will enhance the productivity. For
this proper training is needed for RMs and BMs,
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who should be made to understand that they are team
leaders / Head of the family and not Controllers.
Employees in the same cohort compared against
each other requires clarifications
Sample KRAs
E-learning is made compulsory. Already our people
have started outsourcing e-learning. If Bank wants
to continue this, it's fine. Moving to alternate
channel requires software for languages used in
mobile Banking, Internet Banking etc., which the
Bank should take care. Branch Budget exercise
should be made meaningful and not just thrust upon.
Cross Selling should not become a KRA for
everybody (Separate letter on this subject sent).
VVR checking is given as KRA for award staff but
not included for Officers.
All these provisions are already available in the
present AARF which only requires transparency. In
Ref: ORG/ 67/2015

28.04.2015

The General Secretary
All India State Bank Officers' Federation
No.65, St. Marks Road
Bangalore 560 001.
Dear Comrade,
Cross Selling
Please refer to Letter No.DBOD.CO.FSD.No.6578/
24.01.027 dated 31.10.2014 and Letter No.F.No:
14/93/2013/VIZ/NR dated 12.02.2015 of Reserve
Bank of India on Incentives to Bank Staff for selling
Insurance Products.
The first letter says, “Offering of incentive to Bank
Staff for selling insurance products will amount to
violation of Banking Regulation Act. The second letter
says “CVC has observed that the incentives for selling
Insurance products are causing huge problems in Banks
as it brings not only pressure on the field staff but the
core business of Banking gets affected. Borrowers are
generally forced to buy insurance products which is
dangerous as quality of advances may get compromised
in the lure for commissions and incentives for staff.
The practice needs to be stopped and instead the
concerned official can be given weightage in his / her
performance appraisal.” RBI Governor has also
commented adversely on the present practice.
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the name of new CDS we are making this a
cumbersome exercise and as a tool to keep the staff
under constant pressure.
The Federation should demand that a meaningful
exercise is conducted from grassroot. Meetings can
be conducted at District Level, Region Level,
Module Level, Circle Level and Corporate Centre
Level with bottom up approach which will help the
Bank. Let the Association and Union be made
partners in this exercise at all levels as it is going to
have a larger impact.
Comradely yours,
Sd/(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
P.S.: We are analyzing the KRAs and Branch Level
Man Power on which we will respond soon.

But incentives continue and now under CDS almost
everybody is asked to do cross selling. The Federation
has raised the issue many times but in vain. Earlier
IRDA has fined our Bank and we have gone on appeal.
The Bank is also reducing its share holding in Insurance
firms floated by us.
Under these circumstances let us suggest the following:
Let the Bank have exclusive staff for Cross Selling as it
is being done by some Banks already. They will have
to have necessary qualification like CIF/AMFI etc and
their performance can be assessed based on KRAs fixed
for them. They should be made staff of the Insurance
subsidiary and not of the Bank Branch.
It is not correct to give Cross Selling as KRA to all
including those who have not qualified for the same.
Let us request the Management to remove Cross Selling
as a KRA in the present CDS and give option to Officers
/ Staff who would like to do Cross Selling and identify
them as Cross Selling Specialists and entrust them to do
that job, under the relevant subsidiary company. The
Branches with potentials can have a separate desk to
canvas and do such business.
Comradely Yours,
Sd/(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY
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Ref: ORG/68/2015
30.04.2015
The General Secretary
AISBOF
No.65, St. Mark's Road
Bangalore 560 001.
Dear Comrade,
Project Saksham – Detailed Analysis – 2
Branch KRAs
With reference to the Branch KRAs available at Bank's
site dated January 27, 2014 but made available only
last week in the site, we put forward the following as
feedback.
Branch Manager
The Branch Manager assignment is the most crucial
assignment in an officer's career affecting his growth
and personal achievement. But, our branches due to it's
geographical and demographical locations are
different from each other. As every one knows no two
branches can be compared with each other. In a
broader perspective the branches can be catetgrised as
Deposit oriented, Advance oriented, Service and Sales
oriented, NPA affected branch, SME branch, PBB
branch and so on. Hence, the performance in this role
cannot be compared with one another. We propose
changes as under:i. Business budget given by the controllers should be
based on the year end figures and the overall
growth of the bank and financial sector in general.
Slight variations either increase/decrease shall be
done depending upon the nature of the branch.
ii. Often, controllers allot 100% and 200% growth
budget which by no means is achievable and
acceptable resulting in non performance of the
branch
iii. The NPA reduction budget should take into
account the nature of the accounts viz.
Agricultural, Personal or SME as each segment
has different characteristics and cannot be equated
iv. The overheads are dependant on general price
raise and expansion and growth of the branch.
Hence, containing the overheads has to take care
of these factors
v. Cross selling has, of late become mis selling, by
compulsorily adding the products to the customers
availing various loans. This has resulted in general
customer complaint and loss of reputation of the
bank. Recently RBI has issued a circular directing
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the banks to desist from cross selling of other
products. Hence, this cannot form part of the KRA
vi. Complaints emanates, nowadays, due to
technology failure, like ATM card non delivery,
ATM non-payment, INB password etc. Although
some of them have been centralised, customers
approach the respective branch for resolution.
Hence technology related complaints should not
be included in the overall complaint reduction.
Though it is stated that the Officers can choose 6-10
parameters, except for BM, no such opportunity is
available.
Service / Operations Manager:I The Manager (operations) / Accounts is
responsible only for the accounting excellence of
the branch. The role is saddled with multiple tasks
which cannot be quantified and illustrated here.
Their role is to act as a shock absorber of the bank
to conduct the operations smoothly. Hence, the
following suggestions are made:
ii. Manager (operations) overall responsibility of
keeping smooth operations is vital and
contribution to the branch budget would be
supportive and secondary. This shall be given due
weightage while deciding the KRA.
iii. NPA reduction cannot be one of the KRAs of
Manager (operations) due to the nature of his job.
ATM cash outs vary from centre to centre and
depending upon the period of the month. Their
role is limited to load the ATM as per advice
received from NCR. Hence, it cannot form part of
the KRA
Relationship Manager PB (Single Branch)
Their role is clearly defined and their primary task is to
cater to the needs and requirements of HNIs and VIP
customers of the branch. The service provided by them
yield business to the branch in the form of large
deposits and high value advances. Hence, NPA
reduction and reduction of overheads cannot be their
KRAs
Relationship Manager PB (Multiple Branch) – The
concept of allotting multiple branches should be
stopped. There should be only one boss. There are
only 6 parameters. No choice. Surprisingly for
completion of e learning module 10 marks are allotted
whereas in other cases it is only 5. For learning the
same module how can one get 5 marks and another can
get 10 marks?
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Cash Officer
The cash officers are now posted only in the Chest
branches and most of them conducting Government
business also. Hence, besides satisfying the needs of
government departments, other scheduled commercial
banks who deposit their excess funds in their current
account, he has to play the role of appraiser also.
The role of an appraiser is very important as he has to
verify the quality and genuiness of the ornaments. Due
to enormous pressure to sanction gold loans by the
controllers, they need to do multi tasking.
RBI remittance nowadays is fraught with risk as the
central bank has started charging for any mistake in the
packets viz. fake note, soiled note mixed along with
other notes etc.
Hence, excepting Cash Handling, Gold loan business,
no other KRAs should be earmarked for their role.
Customer Relation Officer
The main task allotted is cross selling. CROs are
entrusted with advances and also taking care of the
customers by meeting them even at their residences.
The KRA should cover the number of customers they
handle and business they bring in. Here again all 9
parameters have to be accepted. So there is no choice.
The entire matrix has to be changed.
Field Officer – Only 10 % weight is given for increase
in advances. All 10 parameters add up to 70%. So no
choice. A Field Officer should never be asked to do
cross selling which will lead to misselling and
compulsory selling. A field officer cannot be held
responsible for the Branch overheads.
Government Officer – All 9 parameters add up to
70%. No choice. The parameters should be
satisfactory conduct of Government business and not
increase in fees, because the Government business and
the fees is not in our hand . It depends on the
Government's budget.

Credit Support Officer – All 9 parameters add up to
70%. NO choice. Only 10% weightage given to
increase in advances which is the main task of a CSO.
CSO cannot be held accountable for increase in the
entire fee income which is beyond his scope.
Alternate Channel Officer – All 6 parameters add up
to 70%. How he or she can reduce branch over head?
Forex Officer – All 9 parameters add up to 70%. How
Forex Officer will reduce over heads? The main
weightage should be given to increase in foreign
exchange business
Field Officer Agri / FI – All 8 parameters add to 70%.
When the Circle Management Committee itself is not
interested in increasing Agri advances(other than gold
loan), how a Field Officer will increase the Agri
advances? How many branches can give tractor,
horticulture loan and poultry loan? Reduction of Agri
NPA is a herculean task. It requires policy level
intervention. How this FO will reduce over heads?
The specific roles for FSTOs, CRE(PB), RMROs have
not been stated. It is high time we convert them into
Generalists.
The parameters given as KRA clearly indicate that all
the Officers have to be assessed only based on overall
performance of the branch which requires team work.
So the simplest way will be to assess the Branch
performance based on RFIA and allot mark / grade to
all in the branch. This cumbersome exercise can be
given up. Ultimately it is the team which matters. Let
us not create division within the team and bring
dissatisfaction to the majority.
Please take up the issues with the Corporate Centre and
request them to keep in abeyance, the implementation.
Comradely yours,
Sd/(D. THOMAS FRANCO RAJENDRA DEV)
GENERAL SECRETARY

CONGRATULATIONS
Com. A P Ganesh Kumar, Chief Manager, SBLC,
Perambur, Com. Saravanan. R, Deputy Manager,
RASMECCC, Trichy and Com. G Yuvaraj Stalin,
Credit Officer, RASMECCC, Salem representing
our Circle have won the third prize in the Mega Quiz
2014-15, All India Finals conducted at SBA,
Gurgaon. SBIOA(CC) congratulates them.
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WHATSAPP BUZZ
IDENTIFY YOURSELF
Dronacharya: The Mentor.
The employee who doesn't like working himself but is
always ready to guide and train new joiners.
Bhishma: The Loyal.
The employee in a relatively senior position who
happily assists the boss in spite of knowing his
incompetence (because of some strange oath maybe)
Dhritarashtra: The blind boss.
He knows that everything is wrong with his project but
will still let it function, without making any changes to
the current processes.
Gandhari: The Yesmen/Women.
Boss's immediate juniors who know that they are a part
of an evil plan but will stay blindfolded and pretend as if
nothing is happening.
Yuddhisthira: The ethical guy.
Poor chap would never fudge timesheets and call in sick
only when he is dying.
Bheema: The angry resource.
Always ready to pick up a fight with his peers,
subordinates or even the bosses.
Arjuna: The cool dude.
The star performer who also knows how to sell his
skills. A natural charmer, very famous among the
ladies.
Nakul & Sahdev: The good average resource.
No one notices them. They keep doing their work and
get average appraisals
Duryodhana: The Bully.
Knows how to get work done, by hook or by crook.
Doesn't mind threatening the likes of Nakul and Sahdev
to get his work done.
Karna: The unsung hero.
The best performer in the office but never claims credit
for his work. Stays an unsung hero for all his life. Girls
take him for a snobbish nerd.
Shakuni: The evil plotter.
Copies management in every mail. Escalates every
trivial issue, sometimes to take credits and sometimes
purely for fun.
Dhristadyumna: The One inning wonder.
The one who performs an extraordinary feat, and then
basks in the glory of it for the rest of his life.
Draupadi: The shared resource.
Keeps hopping projects on boss's advice.
Krishna: The Ultimate Boss (MD/CEO)
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who knows that it is his game while he makes everyone
believe that they are playing important roles too.
Who says history never repeats itself? It does,
everyday.
“BANKING” TODAY
Judge to wife: Why u have applied for Divorce
Wife: My husband cheated and married me
Judge: How?
Wife: He told me before marriage that he is a bank
employee
Judge: Is he not the bank employee??
Wife: No
Judge: How do you know?
Wife: Earlier, he worked for gas agency
Judge to banker husband: Have you done that?
Husband: Yes Sir, Thats for DBTL?
Wife: Later, he went all through the town and did
survey
Judge to banker husband: Have you done that?
Husband: Yes Sir, Thats for PMJDY
Wife: Later, he did marketing for insurance company
Judge to banker husband: Have you done that?
Husband: Yes Sir, Thats for PMJSY
Wife: So, he is not a banker as he is not doing banking
job
Judge: No, he is a banker. Its true
Wife: Your honour, How do u say that?
Judge: He replied “yes sir, yes sir” three times . A
Banker never says, “No Sir”.
Judge: Be ready, one day he will definitely sell movie
tickets and vegetables.

BEREAVEMENT
Com. G. Murthy, AM, Erode Branch lost his mother on
31.03.2015 at Coimbatore
Com. G. Raghavan, Dy. Manager, Namakkal Branch lost
his mother on 07.04.2015 at Namakkal
Com. G. Jegadhambal, Branch Manager, Sanarpatti
Branch lost her mother on 07.04.2015 at Madurai.
Com. R. Krishnamurthy, AGM, DRC, Chennai LHO lost
his mother on 12.04.2015 at Mumbai.
Com. M. Sudalaimani, Asst. General Manager, RBU,
ZO, Madurai lost his wife Smt. S. Kanjanamala, Spl Asst
(retd) Thirumangalam Br on 18.04.2015 at Madurai.
Com. D. Devaraj, Dy. Manager, Valparai Branch lost his
father on 21.04.2015 at Coimbatore
22
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Dear Comrades,
Life is full of Ups and Downs – Let us stand by our Principles
In the year 2001 Mahendra Singh Dhoni was a TTE in Indian Railways. Once
he was invited to reach Agartala from Jharkhand to play in a match with
Sachin Tendulkar for the first time. His father borrowed money and hired a
taxi to reach Kolkata in 12 hours to catch a flight. By the time they reached
the airport the flight had already left. His father was shattered. But Dhoni
told him that the world has not come to an end and this will not be his last
match.
When he took frequent leave, Indian Railways terminated him from the
service in 2004. He did not lose hope. In 2005 in the One day match against
Srilanka a huge target of 299 had to be reached. Sachin could not get many
runs. But Dhoni scored 183 runs in 145 balls and he was only a wicket
keeper. India won the match. By 2006 he became world No.1 in one day cricket. In 2007 World Cup Match Dhoni
did not play well and India lost to Bangladesh and Captain Dravid resigned his Captainship. The new house, Dhoni
had constructed in Ranchi was attacked badly by the Jharkhand Mukti Morcha but in 2009 under his Captainship
India became No.1 in cricket. In 2011 when he won the world cup in one day cricket with his sixer he did not take
credit to himself but said it is the happy moment for Sachin and he did not come to the forefront. He always advised
his team members to play for the team and not for themselves or for the crowd. A great leader indeed.
Ups and downs are part of life. It is also the same for the Organisation. It is time to take forward the Federation to
greater heights through Unity, Solidarity and struggles without sacrificing the principles for which the
Organisation has stood for the last 50 years.
Our Principle has been always Nation First, Organisation Next and Individual Last. In upholding that Principle we
appealed to the membership to involve and encourage the insurance schemes launched by the Prime Minister of the
country. Let us be proud that our Bank stands first in mobilising the Public to join the insurance schemes. The next
Bank in line could mobilise only ¼th of what SBI has done. That is why we always say don't compare the
incomparable.
I had detailed discussion on various issues with our Circle CGM. He has taken as priority, the Prime Minister's
Insurance Scheme, increase in SME advances, increase in Agri advances and reduction in NPAs. He wants to
make the Circle No.1 in all parameters with the support of all of us. He is also trying his best to increase the man
power in the circle. Let us join him to achieve this dream following the principle, organisation next. Around 300
clerical staff have joined the Circle. Within few weeks they will be reporting to the Branches. JMG promotions
are also expected soon. We expect good numbers. With that our pressure of work should decrease. We will
continue to put pressure on the Management to increase the man power and oppose the negative aspects of Project
Saksham. We welcome the transparency proposed in CDS and we understand that BCG has given district level
mapping of business potentials. Let us analyse and make use of them. The survey done among the membership
has shown that 100% of our membership reject the other proposals of project saksham.
The long awaited wage revision is likely to be inked finally on May 22nd and we may get the revised salary and 2
Saturdays holidays from June. Thank you for the confidence reposed on the Organisation and for your patience.
In an interview to Aandha Vikatan, Veteran actor Mr. Rajkiran has stated that inspite of offering crores of money he
did not agree to pose for an advertisement to promote dhotis inspite of having financial difficulties. When he was
questioned why he did so he had told the advertising agency that dhoti is a poor man's dress . The poor can afford at
the most Rs.100 to buy a dhoti. If you are going to pay me one crore to advertise you are going to add the cost to the
poor man. I don't want that to happen. Great Principle. Let us salute him.
Comradely yours,
The Nation, the Bank, the Federation and our Organisation requires principled people.

The principles of living greatly include the capacity to face
trouble with courage, disappointment with cheerfulness,
and trial with humility
- Thomas S. Monson
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(D. Thomas Franco Rajendra Dev)
General Secretary
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